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ABSTRACT 
Let P be a square, nonnegative matrix. A set of k classes of P is called a chain of 
lmgth k if every class in the set has access to or from any other class in the set. A 
chain is called a X-chain if h is in the spectrum of each submatrix of P corresponding 
to a class in the chain. Our main result states that the index of a complex number h 
lying on the spectral circle of P is bounded above by the length of the longest 
A-chain. We illustrate, by examples, that this bound can be attained but could 
sometimes be arbitrarily poor. 
We start with several spectral definitions. Let P E Cs x ‘, where C is the 
complex field. The spectrum of C will be denoted by o(P). and the spectral 
radius of P by r(P); i.e., r(P) = sup{ jh( : A E u(P)}. The index of A E C fm P, 
denoted Q(P), is the smallest integer n such that the null spaces of (P-AZ) 
and (P-Xl)“+’ coincide. It is well known that (P- AZ)kx =0 for some 
k-0,1,... if and only if (P - XZ)“x = 0, where Y = Q(P). Also, ty( P) < S for all 
A E C, and A is an eigenvalue of P if and only if r+,(P) > 0. 
We next summarize some definitions concerning nonnegative matrices. 
Let P be a square nonnegative matrix. Motivated by the theory of Markov 
chains, we refer to the indices 1 , . . . , S as states. We say that states i and i 
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communicate if either i = j or for some integers M,N > 0, (PM& >0 and 
(PN)f, >O. The communication relation is an equivalence relation (e.g., [2, p. 
591). Hence the totality of states may be partitioned into equivalence classes. 
In the sequel a class will always mean a nonempty equivalence class of 
communicating states. We say that P is irreducible if the equivalence relation 
induces only one class, or equivalently, if all states communicate. We say 
that a class J has access to a class K, or that K has access from .J if either 
.I= K or for some (or equivalently every) i EJ and some (or equivalently 
every) k E K there exists an integer M > 0 such that (PM)+ > 0. We call a 
class J initial (final) in P if J has no access from (to) any class but itself. We 
call a collection of classes a chain if each class in the collection has access to 
or from every other class in the collection. We say that a class is initial 
(find) in a chain if it is initial (final) in the corresponding submatrix. The 
square submatrix of P corresponding to the states in a class .I will be denoted 
PI. For h E C, we define a A-chain to be a chain all of whose classes I have 
AE a(P,). The maximal number of distinct elements in a A-chain will be 
called the h-height of P and will be denoted by h,(P). 
Recently, Rothblum [4] strengthened the classic Perron-Frobenius theory 
(e.g., [71 or PI) b y s h owing that for every square, nonnegative matrix P 
Our main result states that h E C with ]A( = r(P) the above expression holds 
with equality replaced by inequality and r(P) replaced by A. 
Before proving our main theorem we need the following auxiliary lemma. 
It provides a bound on the index of a complex number for a block triangular 
matrix in terms of the indices of the complex number for each of the blocks. 
The result is well known (e.g., [3]) and is given here for completeness. Better 
bounds can be obtained (e.g., [6]). 
LEMMA 1. Let P be a complex square matrix that can be partitioned 
into 
P= 
PI PI2 ( 1 0 Pz ’ 
where P, and Pz are square matrices. Then for every compler number A, 
VA(P) <“x(Pd +y,(P,). (2) 
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Proof. Let PEP-AI, and for i= 1,2, let E=P,-xI and v(i)=vx(Pi). 
Observing that for N-O, 1,. . . 
N-l 
jjN= 
F; 2 Fr”-‘-1P,,F; 
i-0 
1 , (3) 
it follows that for k-0,1,..., ~kk“‘(2k=0 if and only if 
i=O 
where x, and x2 are the corresponding subvectors of x. By the definition of 
the index of A for P2, ~~c+“(2)x =0 if and only if @“)x2 = 0. Thus (4) is 
equivalent to 
( 
Y(2) - 1 
Ff @21x, + 2 F;(2)- i-lp12&2 =() and p,‘(2)%, =o* (5) 
i=O 1 
But the definition of the index of X for PI assures that (5) is satisfied for some 
integer k if and only if it is satisfied for k= v(l). So F’k’y(2)x=0 if and only if 
pr(1)+p(2k =O. This shows that Q(P) G v(l) + v(2), proving (2). n 
THEOREM 1. Let P be a square nonnegative matrix and A E C satisfy 
(XI = T(P). Then 
VA(P) <h,(P). (6) 
Proof. We prove (6) by showing that there exists a A-chain having 
h > v*(P) classes. For every class K we define the A-height of K as the 
maximal number of classes in a X-chain having K as an initial class. Let 
h = hA( P). By possibly permuting rows and corresponding columns of P we 
may assume that 
c 
ph Ph,h--l ” * ph, ‘ho 
P h-l P h-l.1 ph-l,ci 
P- *. . 3 
k0 
PO , 
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where for each i = 0,. . . , h, Pi is the submatrix of P associated with the union 
of classes having X-height i. We will next show that vx(P) d h. First observe 
that if P, is not the empty matrix, then A@ o(Po) and therefore vA(Po) =O. It 
follows from (2) that it suffices to show that vA(Pi) < 1 for every i = 1,. . . , h. It 
is easily seen that every class J of Pi with A E a(PJ) is final in Pi. Thus, 
possibly by permuting rows and corresponding columns of Pi, we may 
assume that 
where X 4 a( Q,) and Di is a nonempty block diagonal matrix having irreduc- 
ible matrices on the diagonal, each having A in the spectnnn. For each such 
matrix T, T(T) = T(P). So known results on irreducible matrices (e.g., [7, p. 
301) assure that Y~( T) = 1. It follows that vX( DJ = 1. Combining this fact with 
the observation that yA(QI) = 0, the right inequality of (2) implies that 
vx(Pi) < 1, completing the proof of (6). n 
COROLLARY 1 [5, p. 2241. Let P be a squure nonnegative matrix and 
h E C sati& IhI = r(P). Then 
(7) 
Proof. It follows from [7, p. 301 that if hE u(P,) for a class J, then 
r(P) E 0’,). So h,(P) %&‘). Combine this inequality with (1) and (6) to 
get (7). H 
REMARKS. It is easily seen that for every nonnegative matrix P and 
A E C, h E o(P) if and only if for some class J, h E u(P,). Consequently, 
vx(P) = 0 if and only if hh( P) = 0. 
We next illustrate, by examples, that the bound obtained in Theorem 1 is 
tight, though it could be arbitrarily bad. Specifically, for each k = 1,2,. . . we 
construct two examples, both having h,(P) = k, one having Ye = k and the 
other having vX( P) = 1. [I n view of the last remark, h,(P) = k > 0 assures that 
VA(P) > 1.1 
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EXAMPLE. Let lc be a fixed positive integer. For i = 1,2 let Pti) be the 
2kX2k matrix defined by 
p(‘)s 
where 
A B(‘) 
A B(‘) 0 
. . 
. . 
0 B(i) 
A 
B(')r( 0:; ;I;) and B”)(; 0). 
Obviously both P(l) and Pt2) have k class&. These classes form a chain which 
is a (- l)-Chain. So the bound developed in Theorem 1 equals k. Next let T 
be the block diagonal matrix having k matrices 
c-(: -:) 
on its diagonal. One can easily verify that 
0 
0 
where 
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Permuting rows and corresponding columns of P(‘) [P@)] gives the Jordan 
form of PC’) [P@)]. It follows that P(l) [Pc2)] has a block of size k correspond- 
ing to the eigenvalue + 1 and k blocks [one block] of size one [k] correspond- 
ing to the eigenvalue -1. It now follows that z~_~(P(‘))=l [~_~(l’(~))=k]. 
We conclude this paper by characterizing the X-chains of a given square, 
nonnegative matrix P in terms of the periods of its classes. Recall that the 
period of a class J, denoted q,, is defined to be the least common divisor of 
{n=1,2,... : Pi7 # 0} for some (or equivalently every) i E J when this set is 
not empty and one otherwise (e.g., [2, p. 621). Also, for hE C, let dx be the 
least element in {d= 1,2,. ..: hd= IhId} when this set is not empty, and 
infinity otherwise. For a given class J let q = q,. It is well known if jhj = r(P,) 
then hE u(Ps) if and only if d, divides q, or equivalently, if and only if 
X4= r(P,)q (e.g., [l, Vol. II, p. 801). The next result gives the promised 
characterizations of A-chains. Its proof is straightforward, and is left to the 
reader. 
THEOREM 2. Let P be a square, nonnegative matrix and AE C satisfy 
1x1 = r(P). Then a chain of classes is a A-chain if and only if evey class J in 
the chain has r(PI) = r(P) and d,+ divides the least common divisor of the set 
of periods of classes of the chain. 
The author would like to thank Hans Schneider for helpful discussions 
and comments. In particular, he suggested formulation of the muin result 
(Theorem 1) in its present form. 
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